there is an isomorphism V from F onto a subspace of X such that 111*11 -||Px|| <ífor each x £ F with ||x||<l. X is called super-R-ergodic il F is R-ergodic for each F ir X.
f for each isometry T and each x £ X, there is an fi-matrix (a .) such that 2.o .T x -> (converges weakly). Given two Banach spaces F and z zzz ' , X, write F It X if for each finite-dimensional subspace F of F and f >0, there is an isomorphism V from F onto a subspace of X such that 111*11 -||Px|| <ífor each x £ F with ||x||<l. X is called super-R-ergodic il F is R-ergodic for each F ir X.
Theorem. X is super-R-ergodic if and only if X is super-reflexive.
The proof is based on the following:
Theorem. Let T be a linear operator on X, (a .) a matrix satisfying Given an operator T, we write A ( (1) SUPIM"(7')|| <oo and Tn/n -0 strongly. Assume that Y is super-R-ergodic and let X it Y. We follow the notation and argument in [l] . From a sequence (x ) in Uy we wish to extract a stable subsequence. First obtain a subsequence (e ) of (x ) such that the space F generated by (e ) and a new norm | | satisfies F fr X, and also The property (B) of the matrix implies that for each k, e belongs to the weak closure of TkF, hence F £ TkF. Indeed, if y = 2.N ,a .e ., then y £ TkF
for each n and \x -y \ -' 0, implying y -> e . Therefore TF = F. From Theorem 1 we obtain that A e Q -> e in F. Therefore (e ) has a subsequence stable in X. Since (x ) is arbitrary, X is stable; since X is an arbitrary space satisfying X fr Y, Y is super-stable.
•-R-matrices appear in the following characterization of reflexivity. 
